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          Some of the activities we are enjoying this year 

 

 

  

 

MEMORIAL  DAY 
   MAY 25 



        

  

MANAGER’S REPORT               
     Condo update has the dumpster pad 

completed. FPL has located the future 

pole for next month’s installation. The 

restaurant dry storage building will be 

turned over to the restaurant last week of 

March. The Marina parking lot is 

completed except for the pink building 

area. Work has been slow since the 

pandemic hit. 

     Real Estate update we now have sold 

4 homes so far and have 9 listings. Open 

houses not allowed during the pandemic. 

Have shown some by appointment. 

Contribution to the Community is over 

$15,000 already. The season has come to 

an abrupt halt due to the pandemic and 

people leaving for the north.  

     Clubhouse renovation process has 

started with prep work. Electric has been 

relocated. Waiting on double door 

installation. Permitting is slow. We are 

installing the 5” siding on the outside of 

the maintenance area for all to see. This 

will be the same as the clubhouse siding. 

     A rolling gate will be installed at the 

dumpster area to hide the dumpsters and 

recycle. 

     We have installed a sanitizer station at 

the clubhouse also installed one at the 

pool area. 

     We should have a bathymetric survey 

estimate by the time of this writing. 

     As everyone leaves for the north 

please secure all outside furniture, 

planters etc. Hurricane season will 

soon be approaching. If you haven’t 

done so yet please update your 

emergency contact information. 

 

 

 

 

     We are looking at establishing an 

email list. This will be a quick way of 

communicating during an emergency or 

new event. Consent forms will be sent out 

in the fall. 

Tom Wisdom-Harbor Lights Mgmt. 

 

PARK NEWS    
     The out of park directories are 

available in the office, please pick one 

up.  

     Please complete the Contact in 

Emergency Form and return to office. 

It is important to have this info for 

hurricane season. 

     No Clubhouse activities, except for 

Pickleball, Ceramics, Swimming Pool, 

Shuffleboard and some Tennis, this 

past month because of the Stay At 

Home request. 

 

BRIDGE 

March 25 

1st Terri DeYoung 4510 

 Cassie Cowan 4510 

2nd Sue Wolters  3670 

 

ON THE COVER 

We have a few new members in the 

ceramics club. They are doing beautiful 

work and are enjoying this activity during 

our Stay At Home – Pandemic this April. 

 
 



Harbor Lights BEACON – May 2020 

 

MAY 

Birthdays 
6 Shirley Sweet #69 

14 Bill Uhl #2 

15 Jan Utley #103 

19 Charles Case #6 

20 Helen Lopata #57 

22 Tim Leary #115 

24 Imelda Kring #114 

 

Early JUNE 
2 June Wadsworth #78 

8 Diane Eaton #79 

11 Judy Ward #60 

13 Priscilla Cilley #111 

 

MAY  

Anniversaries 

7 Bob and Robin Goff #56 

11 Frank and Jane Friberg #107 

20 Jim and Judy Fox #55 

23 Jack and Jan Utley #103  

25 Tim and Donna Leary #115 

  

 

Early JUNE 

2 Ed and Sue Schofield #96 

8      Bob and Carolyn Welton #11 65 yrs. 

10 Burke and Eleanor Johnson #22 

15 Clyde and Niki Butcher #37 

 

 
 
 

 

     MAY 10 
 

MEMORIAL DAY 
OBSERVANCE 
MAY 25 
 

   
 

DIRECTORY  CHANGES: 

#59 

DELETE: Jim & Mary Sandwick 

ADD: Dan & Nancy Henson 

 

DIRECTORY CORRECTION 

Phone number 

#84 Neal and Cindy Drefke 

Cindy: 712-260-1932 

 

CONDOLENCES 
We wish to express our sympathy and 

condolences to the Leary family: Tim, 

Donna, Kevin, and Connie.  Their mother 

Eileen Leary, 96 years young, passed 

away on April 24. Cards and prayers 

would be appreciated. 

 



HARBOR LIGHTS COOPERATIVE, INC. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 

THURSDAY, March 26, 2020 

9:00 AM via Telephone Conference 

 

I. CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 9:07 AM by President 

Smith.  

 

II. ROLL CALL: Moffatt, Smith, Sullivan, Ward, and Welton were present. 

Bunnell and Sandwick were present by phone. Wisdom present for 

Management.   Shareholders were present by phone. 

 

III. CONFIRMATION OF POSTING AND QUORUM: The meeting was duly 

posted and a quorum present. 

 

IV. READING OF MINUTES:  

A. Boards of Directors Meeting Minutes from February 13, 2020 were not 

read as they were printed in the Beacon and all members have a copy.  

Motion by Sullivan, second by Smith to approve the February 13, 2020 

minutes.  

 Smith asked for a roll call vote. 

 Bunnell – Yes;   Moffatt -  Yes;    Sandwick – Yes;   

 Smith –   Yes;    Sullivan – Yes;   Ward – Yes;      Welton – Yes.    

 Unanimous approval. 

 

B. Special Board of Directors Meeting Minutes from March 2, 2020 were read 

by Ward. Motion by Sullivan, second by Welton to approve the March 2, 

2020 minutes as modified.  

 Smith asked for a roll call vote. 

  Bunnell – Yes;   Moffatt -  Yes;    Sandwick – Yes;   

       Smith –   Yes;    Sullivan – Yes;   Ward – Yes;      Welton – Yes.    

       Unanimous approval. 

 

V. MANAGER’S REPORT: 

A. Trash/Gate Proposal: Smith explain that we have sketches of gates and 

received proposal from different gate companies. Took the sketches to Bob 

Moroni at City Waste and he had no objections to what we wanted to do. 

The gate will have two sections, 16 ft. and 20 ft.’, with a 4’ gap in the 

middle for people to get thru. Construction material is white vinyl that will 

match the current fencing. It will be a rolling gate, as to not block the road 



when open.  Welton felt that the construction of the trash gate should be 

something that the shareholders vote on. Other Board members felt that 

the shareholders already expressed their interest of a gate to hide the trash 

containers. 

 

Motion by Welton, second by Ward to present the installation of the trash 

gate to shareholders to get their input.  

 Smith entertained comments from the shareholders. There was none. 

               Smith asked for a roll call vote. 

 Bunnell – No;   Moffatt -  No;    Sandwick – No;   

         Smith –   No;    Sullivan – No;   Ward – No;      Welton – Yes.    

Motion was not approved with a 6 to 1 Roll Call Vote 

     

Motion by Bunnell, second by Sullivan to except  Englewood’s proposal for 

a rolling gate.      

Smith asked for a roll call vote. 

Bunnell – Yes;   Moffatt - Yes;    Sandwick – Yes;   

Smith –   Yes;    Sullivan – Yes;   Ward – Yes;      Welton – No.    

Motion was approved with a 6 to 1 Roll Call Vote 

 

B. Real Estate Update: Wisdom reported that there are 9 homes for sale. 

Contribution to the Community is over $10,000. Season was cut short due 

to the pandemic Open Houses have been suspended, but will show by 

appointment. One sale is pending.  Smith wanted to acknowledge a Green 

Sheet from Cyndy Pressler requesting that since we have such a high 

number of homes for sale, that we suspend for six months the wait for two 

years before renting your home. Smith stated that the homes for sale are 

owned by people that have owned them for more than two years and have 

that option if they wanted. Smith does not recommend this request. 

Wisdom stated that it would open the door up for investors coming in 

without any restrictions.   

 

Motion by Smith, second by Moffatt to deny the request for a six month 

suspension of the two year wait of owning before a home can be rented.  

Smith asked for a roll call vote. 

Bunnell – Yes;   Moffatt - Yes;    Sandwick – Yes;  

Smith –   Yes;    Sullivan – Yes;   Ward – Yes;      Welton – Yes .   

Unanimous approval. 

 



C. Pest Control (Rat Boxes) $5/month: The Cooperative has decided to take the 

lead in trapping rodents that our in our community at a modest cost.  

Hoskins Pest Control has made a proposal to install 15 rodent bait stations 

throughout the park and seawall areas. The Hoskins Pest Control will come 

out monthly to check the stations, empty, and add bait. If you see a trapped 

rodent in the trap, we can call Hoskins to come empty the trap.  The cost is 

$5.00 a box per month, which comes to $900.00 a year. Homeowners may 

also purchase their own bait stations for $5 a month. Shareholders comments 

were very positive.  

Motion by Bunnell, second by Sullivan to except services from Hoskins Pest 

Control for the quantity of traps listed in proposal at the proposed pricing.  

Smith asked for a roll call vote. 

Bunnell – Yes;   Moffatt - Yes;    Sandwick – Yes;   

Smith –   Yes;    Sullivan – Yes;   Ward – Yes;      Welton – Yes .    

Unanimous approval. 

 

D. Sanitizer Station at Clubhouse: Wisdom reported that a hand sanitizer 

station was installed that the Clubhouse door entrance. Another one will be 

installed at the pool area.  

 

VI.  TREASURE’S REPORT: 

A. Wisdom reported fixed assets as of February 29, 2020 are $4.914,415.71 and 

total checking, savings and cash is $979,486,81.  Income for the month was 

$30,265.32.  Expenses for the month were $21,415.29. This is an increase for 

the month of $8,850.03. Year to date is a surplus of $59,403.34. Notable items 

were speed bumps installed, seawall weep hole filters done, vacuum breakers 

installed in RV spots. All boat docks are full. There are two spots in the 

storage yard open.  

 

 Motion by Moffatt, second by Sullivan to accept the Treasurer’s Report.  

Smith asked for a roll call vote. 

Bunnell – Yes;   Moffatt - Yes;    Sandwick – Yes;   

Smith –   Yes;    Sullivan – Yes;   Ward – Yes;      Welton – Yes  

Unanimous approval. 

 

VII. ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

A. The results of the Clubhouse Renovation Project;   Smith reported that the 

results of the Club House Proxy is 95% Yes and 5% No. There was 92 

shareholders who voted.  

    88 YES, in favor of Clubhouse exterior siding project 



    4 NO, against the Clubhouse exterior siding project 

   Preferred Color of siding 50 White 

       33 Retain the existing color scheme 

   Preferred width of siding 11 for 3-inch width 

       69 for 5-inch width 

 

B. Smith wanted to give thanks to Jim Sandwick for his many years of service 

on the Board of Directors, and all of his volunteer work in the community. 

He will be missed here at Harbor Lights.  

 

VIII. UNFINISHED BUSINESS: 

A. Condo Update: Wisdom reported that the dumpster pad and parking lot was 

completed. The restaurant dry storage building will be completed end of 

March. The pink building is expected to come down soon, and then the 

Marina parking lot can get completed.  

 

B. Renovation Committee – Update on Quotes and Project - Results of Quotes- 

Rear Door Handicap: 

Smith gave a recap of the dollar amount of all bids.  Dan Hart bid was for 

$39,000.00 to do the siding. Randy Comeau bid was $2,500 for installing the 

back double door.  Bob’s Electrical was $3,364.00 for electrical clean up 

around the exterior of the Club House.  These items all totaled $46,000.  The 

renovation project is coming in well under the $50,000 for the majority vote 

from the shareholders. This will give us money for any unforeseen cost. 

Smith wanted to hear any comments or concerns from the Board. Sullivan 

had a concern about the detail in the bids. He would like to have had more 

details of what the job entails. He also had concern about the number of 

employees Dan Hart or Randy Comeau have to work on this project, thought 

it not a big enough crew, and worried about how long the project may take.  

Smith explained that he did talk with Dan and confirmed that Woody could 

be the site foreman on this project. Many shareholders had confidence in the 

work Woody has done in our Co-op. Dan also assured Smith that he could 

call in more men if needed.  Smith explained we would always make sure 

there was adequate liability insurance, worker comps, and do progress 

payments.  Sam Dautermann stated that by having time requirements and a 

penalty would insure the project would not drag on. Smith and Ward felt 

there was not that much complexity to this project and could be done by 

Dan’s crew. Smith stated he has received mostly good recommendation of 

Dan Hart from people who he has done work for in the Co-Op.  Bunnell also 

recommended having a token penalty cost for not coming in on time. Bunnell 



would like a fall start time period, as he would like to be at Harbor Lights 

during the project, and he was satisfied with both companies. Smith 

indicated that he would have to talk with Dan to see if he will hold his pricing 

for 6 months.    

 

Motion by Bunnell, second by Moffatt to except Dan Hart’s bid with start 

and end dates, progress payments of three-one third payments, and  10% 

Hold Back up to 90 days for inspections and satisfactory completion.  

Smith asked for a roll call vote. 

Bunnell – Yes;   Moffatt - Yes;    Sandwick – No;   

Smith –   Yes;    Sullivan – No;   Ward – Yes;      Welton – Yes .    

Motion was approved with a 5 to 2 Roll Call Vote 

 

Smith reported we received a proposal from Bob’s Electrical for $3,364.00 to 

clean up electrical on the exterior of the Club House prior to installing the 

exterior siding.  

Motion by Bunnell, second by Moffatt to except Bob’s Electrical proposal to 

clean up exterior electrical on the Club House for the amount $3,364.00  

Smith asked for a roll call vote. 

Bunnell – Yes;   Moffatt - Yes;    Sandwick – Yes;   

Smith –   Yes;    Sullivan – Yes;   Ward – Yes;      Welton – Yes  

Unanimous approval. 

  

Smith reported we received a proposal from Comeau Construction LCC  to 

install double doors on the NW corner of the Club House for $2,500.00 

Motion by Welton, second by Moffatt to except Comeau Construction LCC 

proposal to install double doors on the NW corner of the Club House for the 

amount of $2,500.00.  

Smith asked for a roll call vote. 

Bunnell – Yes;   Moffatt - Yes;    Sandwick – Yes;   

Smith –   Yes;    Sullivan – Yes;   Ward – Yes;      Welton – Yes  

Unanimous approval. 

 

C. Art Project Circle At Clubhouse: Smith stated that he had met with the 

Venice High School Art teacher and asked if one of the art students would be 

interesting in painting a design on the walk way to our club house were the 

circle area is in the sidewalk.  There is a student interested. Ward met with 

the student and explained that we were looking to have a painting of a 

compass design with a lighthouse incorporated in it.  The student has since 

supplied us with samples of four drawings for our review and to pick one.  



She will add color to the painting using outdoor paints. She will use the same 

type of paint that the Venice High School uses for their outdoor paintings.   

Ward’s concern is today we have been order to Socially Distance and Stay at 

Home by the Florida Governor due to the pandemic; this may have an effect 

on when this project can be done. Venice schools are closed for this same 

reason.  Ward will discuss this with her.  Welton brought up the point that 

we would not want her doing this project at the same time the work is being 

done for the Club House renovations. The Board agreed.  Sullivan suggested 

that since all of the student’s sample drawings look very similar and all good, 

we let the student be creative and come up with her own version of the 

samples.  Welton felt we should make that decision.   

 

Motion by Sullivan, second by Moffatt to except the student’s four sample 

drawings, letting the artist be creative on how she paints from the four 

sample drawings, and we pay for the materials.  

Smith asked for a roll call vote. 

Bunnell – Yes;   Moffatt - Yes;    Sandwick – Yes;   

Smith –   Yes;    Sullivan – Yes;   Ward – Yes;      Welton – No  

Motion was approved with a 6 to 1 Roll Call Vote 

 

IX. NEW BUSINESS:  

A. Bathymetric Survey:  Smith explained this is the measurement of water 

depth at low tides and high tides. Wisdom reported we did talk to the 

company that last dredge the canal back in the mid-1990s, maybe 1994. We 

are looking into the cost of a bathymetric survey for the canal area. since it 

has been over 20 years since the last dredge. Some boaters are stating the 

depth of the canal seems to be getting shallower. Smith stated we will need to 

look at what we have in the budget for dredging, and consider what is needed 

when we are doing our October Budget meetings. By October we should have 

some cost dredging estimates.  Welton suggested that since the State claims 

the submerged navigable water ways, that we should ask if they would pay 

for the dredging or help in the payment. It was noted that it would not hurt 

to ask the State.  

 

IIX. SHAREHOLDERS COMMENTS:  None 

 

IIIX.  ADJOURNMENT: 

Motion by Smith, second by Moffatt to adjourn at 10:37 AM.  Unanimous 

approval. 

 



Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

Danette Ward, Secretary 



HARBOR LIGHTS COOPERATIVE, INC. 

SPECIAL SHAREHOLDERS MEETING 

THURSDAY, March 26, 2020 

9:00 AM via Telephone Conference 

 

I. CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 9:00 AM by President 

Smith.  

 

II. ROLL CALL: Moffatt, Smith, Sullivan, Ward, and Welton were present. 

Bunnell and Sandwick were present by phone. Wisdom present for 

Management.   Shareholders were present by phone. 

 

III. Proof of Notice: The meeting was duly posted. 

 

IV. Determine Quorum of Shareholders (in person and by Proxy): A quorum was 

present with 92 Shareholders.  

 

V. NEW BUSINESS: 

A. Voting results on the Exterior Remodel of the Clubhouse: 

 

88 YES, in favor of Clubhouse exterior siding project 

 4  NO, against the Clubhouse exterior siding project 

 

Motion by Bunnel, second by Moffet to except the results of the proxy. 

 

Smith asked for a roll call vote as most shareholders were present by phone. 

  Bunnell – Yes;   Moffatt -  Yes;    Sandwick – Yes;   

    Smith –   Yes;    Sullivan – Yes;   Ward – Yes;      Welton – Yes.    

   Unanimous approval. 

 

VI.   ADJOURNMENT: 

Motion by Moffat, second by Steve to adjourn at 9:05  AM.  Unanimous 

approval. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

Danette Ward, Secretary 



HARBOR LIGHTS COOPERATIVE, INC. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 

THURSDAY, April 9, 2020 

9:00 AM via Telephone Conference 

 

I. CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 9:00 AM by President 

Smith.  

 

II. ROLL CALL: Smith, Sullivan, Ward, and Welton were present. Bunnell and 

Moffatt were present by phone. Wisdom present for Management.   

Shareholders were present by phone. 

 

III. CONFIRMATION OF POSTING AND QUORUM: The meeting was duly 

posted and a quorum present. 

 

IV. READING OF MINUTES:  

A. The Special Shareholders Meeting Minutes for March 26, 2020 were read 

by Ward.  

Motion by Sullivan second by Welton to approve March 26, 2020 Special as 

read.  

 Unanimous approval. 

 

B. The Board of Directors Meeting Minutes for March 29, 2020 was read by 

Ward.  

 Motion by Bunnell, second by Welton to approve minutes as modified.  

  Unanimous approval. 

 

V. MANAGER’S REPORT: 

 

A.     Approval of Maintenance Wall Siding: 

Smith explained the fence along the south side of entrance was looking 

rotten and worn, in need of some maintenance. Looked into putting the 

same siding on the fence as what will be installed on the exterior of the 

clubhouse. This would serve two purposes. It will maintain our fence, 

protecting it a lot more, for a long time.  It will also give shareholders an 

example of the material that will be used on the clubhouse exterior, width 

and color.  Smith entertained comments from shareholders. Bob Ward 

asked why not just replace the fence if it was becoming rotten, instead of 

covering it with siding and letting it continue to rot?  Sullivan explains it 

was more like a wall along that area verses a fence.  The deterioration 



wasn’t bad enough to replace. The siding would help maintain it and look 

much nicer. Welton suggested not doing planting in the area between the 

wall and the sidewalk. Instead, do shell material like by the clubhouse side 

walk. Welton also suggested looking into the bottom of the wall to make 

sure the new sidewalk is not higher than the wall concrete base.  If it is, 

then adding some type of material to concrete base or bottom of the wall 

for a barrier will hold any water out.  Smith stated the landscaping there is 

a separate issue and could be decided at a later date. The board members 

did feel the shell would be a clean look.     

Motion by Ward, second by Welton to approve the Maintenance Wall 

Siding Contract for $1,561.50, subject to looking at the wall concrete base. 

Smith asked for a roll call vote. 

Bunnell – Yes;   Moffatt - Yes;    Smith –   Yes;     

Sullivan – Yes;   Ward – Yes;      Welton – Yes  

Unanimous approval. 

 

B. Details of Existing Clubhouse Contract:  Smith listed the 5 items he felt the 

Board indicated they wanted in the contract, which are a start date, an end 

date, Certificate of Insurance, Progress Payments of three payments one-

third each, and a 10% hold back.  Smith stated that Dan Hart has agreed 

to add more detail to his existing contract. Ward suggested a start date 

during the summer verses the fall, explaining that when we were discussing 

a fall start date, it sounded good as more committee members would be 

here. But since then the complication of the Corona Virus Pandemic 

developed. It is thought that this virus could possibly come back this 

coming fall. Because of this, Ward is suggesting the start date be this 

summer when fewer people are here. Ward felt that with Woody being the 

project site manager, people comfortable with the quality of his work and 

having committee person, Jack Castner, here to watch over things, makes 

going to a summer date better.  Bunnell indicated that he agrees and felt it 

best not to wait for fall. With Jack’s experience in project management of 

construction, he would be a good person to keep an eye on things.   Smith 

said that Dan Hart would probably not be ready to start until a June date, 

as it takes 4-5 weeks to order material, and he will also be doing the fence 

at the entrance first. This gives time to get all the necessary documents 

completed. Moffatt asked if the double doors would be complete by then. 

Smith thought so, but currently waiting on the permit process.   The Board 

felt that 90 days would be a good end date, giving credit for rainy days. 

Smith will create a document incorporating start date in June and an 

estimate end date in September subject to change.  



C. Storage Space Available (2): Wisdom reported that there are two storage 

yard spaces available and two boat slips opened up for rent.  

 

D. Wisdom gave a quick update on real estate. With the summer months 

coming, sales will slow down. Due to the current pandemic, showing of 

homes are by appointment only. No open houses at this time. A closing is 

scheduled for tomorrow, and will contribute $5,000.00 to the community. 

There have been lots of inquiries. The number of sales in the last two years 

have exceeded our expectations, with a home selling every month last year.  

We may see a spike at the end of this summer, as people have been 

postponing the sale of their home until after the pandemic 

 

VI.  TREASURE’S REPORT: 

 

A. Wisdom reported fixed assets as of March 30, 2020 are $4,907,595.52 and 

total checking, savings and cash is $975,327.82.  Income for the month was 

$23,538.61.  Expenses for the month were $31,616.08. This is a decrease for 

the month of $8,077.47. Year to date is a surplus of $47,800.51. Notable items 

are installed rodent bait stations, directories completed, envelopes for 

mailing, payment to Brigham/Allen Surveys for FDEP & Easement.  

Approved: gate for dumpster, electrical at clubhouse, back door at 

clubhouse, art project on sidewalk at Clubhouse. 

 Smith asked for a roll call vote 

 Motion by Welton, second by Moffatt to accept the Treasurer’s Report.  

Smith asked for a roll call vote. 

Bunnell – Yes;   Moffatt - Yes;    Smith –   Yes;     

Sullivan – Yes;   Ward – Yes;      Welton – Yes  

Unanimous approval. 

 

VII. ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

 

A. Art Project Circle at Clubhouse:  Ward reported she has been in contact 

with the Venice High School art student after our last meeting and the 

student is still very interested in our Art Circle Project. We agreed that it 

should be postponed until the Florida Governor removes the Stay at Home 

regulation relating to the current Corona Virus Pandemic.  Once things are 

back to normal, she will contact Ward by email and a start date will be 

determined.  

 

VIII. UNFINISHED BUSINESS: 



 

A. Renovation Committee Update: (See V. Manager Report: B.  above) 

 

IX. NEW BUSINESS:  

 

A. Appointment of Diane Moffatt as Treasure:  Smith announced that Diane 

Moffatt has volunteered to be our Board Treasurer and gave thanks for 

volunteering.  

Motion by Sullivan, second by Welton to except Diane Moffatt as our Board 

Treasurer.  

Smith asked for a roll call vote. 

Bunnell – Yes;   Moffatt - Yes;    Smith –   Yes;     

Sullivan – Yes;   Ward – Yes;      Welton – Yes  

Unanimous approval. 

 

B. Discussion of Email Set-Up:   Ward reported that we are looking at sending 

some communications by email. This would only be for the shareholders who 

wish to have their communications sent to them by email. A consent form 

will need to be signed by the shareholder indicating this.  This would only be 

Co-op Board related communications. The Board will need to decide what 

communications we want to send out thru emails.  When a Shareholder gives 

their consent, they consent to all the listed communications on the consent 

form come by email, and not also thru USPS mail (all or nothing type 

decision).  The Shareholder will have the responsibility to keep their email 

address current with office.  Ward brought this to the Board’s attention to be 

thinking about it, and will revisit this next fall and determine then if we want 

to pursue it.  

 

IIX. SHAREHOLDERS COMMENTS: 

 

A. Diane Moffatt asked if the area at the end of the entrance side walk be looked at.  

It is not a smooth transition onto the sidewalk from driveway.  It seems to have a 

2 inch transition making it hard for any motorized scooter or bikes to travel onto 

the sidewalk.  Smith explained that Durk had identified areas needing to be fix 

and will mark them with chalk. The Contractor still has asphalt surface work to 

do around that area, and will make sure it gets repaired.  

 

B. Bob Ward stated that there needs to be a staging area for Dan Hart to put his 

material. Bob is suggesting the area on the concrete by the ice machines. That is 



an area that will be out of the way and easy for Dan to access. Smith will add a 

staging area to the documents.  

 

IIIX.  ADJOURNMENT: 

 

Motion by Bunnell, second by Moffatt to adjourn at 10:10 AM.   

Unanimous approval. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

 

Danette Ward, Secretary 


